BULLETIN #01

IT’S TIME TO FIGHT FOR YOUR FUTURE

This is the first in a series of Bulletins produced by the CWU to support the Union’s *Four Pillars of Security* campaign and expose Royal Mail’s damaging plans for your future.

Over the course of the coming weeks, the Union will be issuing a series of bulletins to update members on the Union’s campaign to secure a pensions solution for all, a shorter working week, extend our agreements and redesign Royal Mail’s pipeline to deliver long term growth.

The CWU’s campaign challenges the company’s short term, cost cutting agenda which seeks to abandon our existing agreements and attack members’ pay, pensions and conditions of service.

In the name of ‘fairness’, Royal Mail are proposing to break the promises made to the CWU at the time of privatisation about protecting your terms and conditions and delivering future growth and job security. Instead the company plan to ditch our agreements, slash pay and pensions and introduce a two-tier workforce across all grades and functions.

Make no mistake - Royal Mail are coming for your pay and pensions and threatening your future employment, living standards and retirement security.

The choice is clear – support the Union’s campaign to secure decent pay and pensions and protect our current agreements or side with management’s vision for managed decline and a race to the bottom on terms and conditions.

**IT’S TIME TO CHOOSE SIDES**

**CHOOSE THE CWU OR FOREVER ACCEPT LESS**

**SECURE THE FOUR PILLARS SUPPORT THE CWU**
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